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Requirements for DoD Initiatives

- Section 861, 2008 NDAA - Establish framework in Iraq & Afghanistan for managing and reporting on DoD, DoS, & USAID contracts, contractor tracking, and incident reporting

- Section 862, 2008 NDAA - Establish regulations governing all USG PSC operations in a “combat operation,” specifically Iraq and Afghanistan


- Synchronized Predeployment and Operational Tracker status
Effects-Based Approach

- SPOT End State Must Deliver a Capability to:
  - Identify a contractor to a contract
  - Identify a contractor to authorized support
  - Track contracts to execution, termination, redeployments
  - Provide visibility of contractor movement to various locations
  - Provide critical information (e.g. training, arming authorizations, etc.)
Implementation

Status

• CENTCOM FRAGO mandating SPOT registration and the use of a **Standardized Letter of Authorization published**. Effective Date: **30 Aug 08**

• Based on the 30 Jun 08 CENTCOM Census, **approximately 47% of target contractors are currently captured in SPOT** (largest populations known to not be in SPOT are LOGCAP, AAFES).

• JCCI-A is compliant with loading new contracts and contractors.

• For the month of September, **SPOT new user registrations increased by 700 percent**; Letters of Authorizations produced approaching 30K.

• Large concern is that contract officers not registering contingency contracts in SPOT as a follow-on to the award process. This is required for companies to complete Contractual requirement.

• Department of State on track to have all contractors loaded into SPOT Oct 08. USAID in planning phase.

• Other COCOMS implementing SPOT.

• Biometric Card Initiative.

**Bottom Line: No Negative Impact to the Warfighter**
Joint DUSD (L&MR)/ DUSD (Program Integration) memorandum designates SPOT as contractor accountability database for DoD (Jan 07)

USD (AT&L) interim SPOT implementation guidance for selected contractors in CENTCOM (Sep 07)

Issuance of DFARS Class Deviations provides for contractors in CENTCOM AOR to use SPOT for personnel accountability (Mar 07 / Oct 07)

SPOT Business Rules issued (Nov 07)

Program Guidance Instruction issued to establish timeline for achieving 100% contractor accountability in CENTCOM AOR

CENTCOM FRAGO requires use of SPOT Letter of Authorization (LOA) (Aug 08)
ADUSD – Program Support

This credential is the property of the US Army. The counterfeit, alteration, or misuse of this credential constitutes a violation of 18.2-204.2 of the Code of Virginia and section 499, Title 18 of the U.S. Code.

Return to:
Lost Card Returns US. Army
Bay O 4262 Entre Court
Chantilly, VA
20151

The bearer of this card is a designated Emergency Responder. After credential verification, bearer may be given access to controlled areas.

Height    Eyes    Hair
5' 10" Brown  Brown

SPOT 6.0 – Standard Source Documents

Affiliation
Contractor
Agency
Dept. Of the Army
Issued
2006DEC31
Expires
2011DEC31

Doe
John

Emp ID    Rank
O-5

Emergency Response Official

Contact Chip

Emergency medical support will be determined by the appropriate supported command. Contractor information above is advised military aircraft will be determined by the supported command. Necessary identification badges will be determined and provided by the supported command.
Synchronization of Efforts

NDAA 2007 Interim 854 Report Initiatives

- Deployable Joint Operational Contract Support Planners (JOCSOs)
- Joint Contingency Acquisition Support Office (JCASO)
- Requirements definition, contingency program management, and contingency contract support
- Training and education programs
- Deployment of SPOT
- Establishment of a Lessons Learned Program

NDAA 2008 Legislative Requirements

- **Section 849:** Provide Training for military personnel outside the acquisition workforce
- **Section 841:** Commission on wartime contracting in Iraq and Afghanistan
- **Section 861:** Memorandum of Understanding on matters relating to contracting between DoD / DoS / USAID
- **Section 862:** Requires regulations on contractors performing private security functions in areas of combat operations
- **Section 1248:** Establish a Lessons Learned Program

OSD Efforts

- Expeditionary Acq. Support/Mgmt of Contractors on the Battlefield
- Contract Management and Oversight (DCMA)
- Tng & Contracting WkForce Dev. Exped. Contracting
- Training and education programs
- Contract Management Business Systems
- Military Non-Contracting Officer Training
- Expeditionary Personnel Mgt.
- Expeditionary Contracting Financial Mgt
Discussion